
We are Bravestarts Community Interest Company, a community interest company registered in 
England and Wales with a registered company number of 12426586 and a registered address at 
Brave Starts, 6 Queens Ride, Barnes, London, SW13 0JB, the United Kingdom (hereaMer “Brave 
Starts”, “we” or “us”). These terms (the ‘Online Terms’) set out the terms between you and us when 
you access and use our plaTorm at www.BraveStarts.com (the “Pla4orm”).   

1. The Pla4orm 

1.1 The PlaTorm offers services to free users (“Free Users”) and paid members (“Members”). It 
enables Free Users to take our basic quesZonnaire and subscribe to the Brave Starts newsle[er and  
Members to take our more comprehensive quesZonnaire, apply to obtain shadowing opportuniZes 
and work experience (each a “Shadowing Opportunity”) from Brave Starts’ range of professional 
providers (“Providers”) and build a profile in order to network with other professionals on the 
PlaTorm. . . Whether you are a Free User, Member or a Provider, these Online Terms apply. 

1.2. We may update these Online Terms from Zme to Zme. Any changes will be noZfied to you via 
the e-mail address provided by you on registraZon or via a suitable announcement on the PlaTorm. 
The changes will apply to the use of the PlaTorm immediately aMer we have given noZce. Your 
conZnued use of the PlaTorm indicates your agreement to be bound by the revised Online Terms. 

2. Eligibility for an Account 

2.1. These Online Terms take effect from the date you first access the website in the case of Free 
Users or when you first register for an account on the PlaTorm (an “Account”) in the case of 
Members or Providers and shall apply whenever you use the PlaTorm. 

2.2. By using the PlaTorm and/or seeng up an Account, and clicking to agree to these Online Terms 
you shall be deemed to have accepted these Online Terms in full. If you create an Account we shall 
then confirm by email that your Account has been set up. You may not have an Account if you do not 
accept these Online Terms. 

2.3. By seeng up an Account, you promise to Brave Starts that: 

a. the informaZon you provide to Brave Starts is true and accurate and you will update such 
informaZon when necessary;  

b. you have not previously been banned or blocked from using the PlaTorm;  

c. the Account you have registered is your only Account on the PlaTorm; 

d. you are aged 18 or over; and 

e. if you want our support to connect you with a Shadowing Opportunity: you have a personal 
understanding of your chosen industries and wish to idenZfy Shadowing OpportuniZes, or as a 
Provider, offer high quality Shadowing OpportuniZes to Members. 

2.4. By seeng up an Account and using it as a Provider, you warrant that you are able to offer 
Shadowing OpportuniZes on behalf of the organisaZon which you work for and that you have the 
authority to enter into the Provider Terms (set out at Annex 1 to these Online Terms) on behalf of 
such an organisaZon with Members. 

3. Your data 

3.1 You are responsible for informing Brave Starts of changes to your personal details. If you are 
provided with individual passwords for access to our on-line services these must not be shared with 
anyone else. 
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3.2 All PlaTorm users (Free Users, Members or Providers) agree that postal addresses, email 
addresses, telephone numbers and other personal details provided to Brave Starts may be used for 
administraZve purposes and to enable Brave Starts to provide its services. All personal data will be 
used in accordance with Brave Starts’ Privacy and Cookies Policy. Brave Starts may also send you 
informaZon about our work where we feel this would be of interest to you and where you have not 
opted out at the Zme of providing us with such informaZon and/or don’t opt-out in any subsequent 
message. We may contact you by post, telephone and/or email where you have provided these 
details to us. 

You can of course opt-out of communicaZons from us at any Zme, save that we are legally required 
to communicate with all users relevant to their use of the PlaTorm as long as you have an Account 
with us 

4. ConfidenLality Policy, Non-Compete Agreement and Cookies Policy  

4.1. The Privacy and Cookies Policy at www.Brave Starts.com/privacy forms part of these Online 
Terms. By agreeing to the Online Terms you also accept and agree to our Privacy Policy and Cookies 
Policy. 

4.2. If you are a Free User or a Member, the ConfidenZality Policy (a copy of which is annexed 
hereto)shall be deemed to form part of the Provider Terms. In addiZon, if you are a Member the 
Non-Compete Agreement (a copy of which is annexed hereto) shall be deemed to form part of the 
Provider Terms if you agree to undertake a Shadowing Opportunity. 

5. Our Programme and Shadowing OpportuniLes 

5.1. If you are a Member a[ending our events and/or workshops (“Programmes”) Brave Starts agree 
to provide you with the Programme agreed and outlined on our website. We may make changes to 
the Programmes that we offer in line with ongoing feedback and in response to the market, and we 
shall endeavour to keep our content relevant and up to date.  

5.2. Members may agree to Shadowing OpportuniZes in three steps: 

a. IdenZfy a Shadowing Opportunity by browsing the lisZngs on the PlaTorm and contact the 
Provider using the online messaging facility. A Provider then has the opportunity to, but is not 
obliged to, offer the Shadowing Opportunity a Member selects; 

b. Agree with the Provider the dates on which to undertake the Shadowing Opportunity. The 
Provider will then send the Member an offer to undertake a Shadowing Opportunity during a specific 
period; and 

c. Accept the offer from the Provider to undertake the Shadowing Opportunity by paying the 
Provider the listed price of the Shadowing Opportunity (except in the event of a DonaZon as set out 
in paragraph 8 below) (the ‘Price’). 

5.3. The Provider acknowledges that by proposing dates for a Shadow Opportunity to a Member the 
Provider is making an offer to the Member (to provide a Shadow Opportunity). If the Member 
accepts the offer on the PlaTorm and pays the Price or DonaZon, the Provider and the Member shall 
be deemed to have entered into a binding contract on the ‘Provider Terms’. Brave Starts is not a 
party to any contract between the Provider and the Member. 

5.4. Brave Starts shall send a confirmaZon email to the Provider and the Member confirming the 
agreement of each Shadowing Opportunity. 

5.5. The Provider promises that each Shadow Opportunity offered on the PlaTorm shall: 



a. be a genuine and bona fide work placement providing the Member with a real life professional 
work opportunity; 

b. relate only to the business of the Provider; 

c. comply at all Zmes with the provisions of the terms of the Provider Terms; 

d. includes a Price or DonaZon payable by the Member to undertake the Shadowing Opportunity.  

The Member shall not pay the Provider any further monies in respect of the Shadowing Opportunity. 

5.6 Each Member acknowledges and agrees that from Zme to Zme Shadow OpportuniZes as 
adverZsed may vary from the adverZsed descripZon including as a result of the Provider having to 
a[end urgent meeZngs and/or other unforeseen factors. Whilst Brave Starts shall endeavour to keep 
such changes to a minimum and shall seek to offer the Member arrangements as close to the original 
as is reasonably possible in the circumstances it cannot guarantee this on every occasion.   

6. Fees and Payment: 

Membership Fees 

6.1 All Members shall pay Brave Starts an annual membership fee of £25 + VAT (the “Membership 
Fee") using the facility on the PlaTorm for payment, with the first payment falling due on the date 
that you create your Account and each further payment being due on the anniversary of such date.  

6.2 In the event that you cancel your membership with Brave Starts you shall not be enZtled to any 
refund of the Membership Fees you have already paid, either in whole or in part.  

Programme Fees 

6.3 When you book one of our Programmes we ask for the total cost of the Programme to be paid up 
front using the facility on the PlaTorm for payment. Unless we cancel or move the dates of such 
Programme(s) the Programme Fees shall be non-refundable. 

Shadowing Opportunity Fees  

6.4 Members shall pay the Price or, if applicable the DonaZon via invoice directly from Brave Starts.  

6.5 Except in respect of a DonaZon as set forth in paragraph 8 below, subject to payment in full of 
the Price by the Member, the Provider shall be paid the Price less the greater of £60 or 25% of the 
Price (the “Brave Starts Fee”).  

6.6The Provider shall be responsible for accounZng to the tax authoriZes for any sales taxes 
(including VAT) which arise out of any payment made to it under these Online Terms and/or any 
other tax and reporZng obligaZons due to HMRC or other tax authority. The relevant Charity shall be 
responsible for accounZng to the tax authoriZes for any sales taxes (including VAT) which arise out of 
any DonaZons made to it under these Online Terms. 

6.7 If the provision of a Shadowing Opportunity is cancelled, for whatever reason including under the 
statutory right of cancellaZon at paragraph 13(c) of the Provider Terms, the Provider shall be 
responsible for any and all refunds which are to be paid to the Member. Provider shall noZfy Brave 
Starts in the event of any such cancellaZon and Brave Starts shall refund the Brave Starts Fee to 
Provider. Provider shall be responsible for refunding the full amount to the Member following its 
receipt of the Brave Starts Fee.  

Payment Terms (all Fees) 



6.8 All fees (whether Membership Fees, Programme Fees, Shadowing Opportunity Fees or other 
payments due hereunder) shall be paid via the payment funcZonality made available on the PlaTorm 
via Brave Starts’ third party payment provider (currently Stripe) or upon presentaZon of an invoice by 
Brave Starts.  

6.9 You acknowledge that Brave Starts merely provides a plaTorm and that it is not a payment 
provider or a ‘merchant’ for payment. Instead, payment services are provided by a payment provider 
integrated into the PlaTorm. Brave Starts is not a party to any agreement between you and the 
payment provider and is not liable for any claim or liability in relaZon to payment provision services. 
You may be bound by the payment provider’s terms which may be different to these Online Terms. 
Payment providers may decide whether you are suitable to use their services and Brave Starts is not 
liable for such decisions.  

7. Your Use of the Pla4orm and Your Account  

7.1 You acknowledge that Brave Starts may make changes to the PlaTorm, and you are obliged to use 
the most recent version of the PlaTorm. Brave Starts is not obliged to, nor shall Brave Starts, provide 
or support older versions of the PlaTorm. 

7.2 Each Account is for personal use only. You are not permi[ed to share your username and 
password with any other person nor with mulZple users on a network. You are not permi[ed to 
make enquiries or arrange Shadow OpportuniZes on behalf of any other person. You shall maintain 
the confidenZality of your login names and passwords and take reasonable precauZons to maintain 
their security, and to prevent any unauthorised access to, the PlaTorm.  

7.3 In relaZon to our PlaTorm or its content, you shall not: 

a. sublicense, lease, transfer, sell, charge, assign, rent or otherwise commercially exploit the PlaTorm 
other than for its intended purpose; 

b. a[empt to copy, modify, duplicate, create derivaZve works from, frame, mirror, republish, 
download, display, transmit, distribute alter, reverse engineer, decompile, disassemble or otherwise 
reduce to human perceivable form all or any part of the PlaTorm;  

c. a[empt to obtain, access, alter, or destroy the data files, programs, procedures and/or informaZon 
of Brave Starts, or any user of the PlaTorm; 

d. access, transmit, create or store any virus, worm, trojan horse, bot or other destrucZve or 
contaminaZng program using the PlaTorm; nor 

e. deploy on the PlaTorm any bot, spider, web crawler or other automated query program at any 
Zme for any reason. We prohibit scraping, crawling, caching or otherwise accessing any content on 
the PlaTorm. The use of automated systems or soMware to extract data from the PlaTorm for 
commercial purposes (‘screen scraping’) is prohibited. 

7.4 You shall not use the PlaTorm to post, share or message another Member or use the online 
messaging facility to message any Provider with any content which:  

a. contains harassing, defamatory, abusive, racist threatening, harmful, vulgar, obscene, otherwise 
objecZonable material or other inappropriate content; 

b. is fraudulent, false, decepZve, misleading, or deceiTul, or has that purpose or effect; 

c. in the reasonable opinion of Brave Starts, may cause any widespread or serious offense (taking 
into account prevailing community views or standards); 



d. interferes with any other person’s use or enjoyment of the PlaTorm or a[empts to avoid paying 
the Price or DonaZon; 

e. is offensive, inappropriate or lewd; 

f. contains viruses, trojan horses, worms, Zme-bombs, keystroke loggers, spyware, adware or any 
other harmful programs or code design to adversely affect the operaZon of any computer soMware 
or hardware; 

g. is considered bullying, spiteful or upseeng; 

h. contains unsolicited or unauthorised adverZsing or promoZonal materials (e.g. any spam); 

e. in any way that infringes any patent, trade mark, trade secret, copyright or other intellectual 
property or proprietary rights of any party, or content that you do not have a right to make available 
under any law or under contractual or fiduciary relaZonships; 

f. in any way that consZtutes or encourages conduct that would be considered a criminal offence, 
give rise to civil liability, or otherwise be contrary to the law of or infringe the rights of any third 
party, in any country in the world; or 

g. includes any informaZon that references other websites, addresses, email addresses, contact 
informaZon or phone numbers  without first having the consent of that individual to share such 
details or 

 i. instructs, assists or advises any other person to perform the acts prohibited in paragraphs 7.4(a) to 
7.4(g). 

If you breach this paragraph you will be removed from the PlaTorm and your membership will be 
revoked. 

7.5 Brave Starts shall use its reasonable endeavours to: 

a. provide support services to the Provider as are required to enable the Provider to use the 
PlaTorm; 

b. make available the PlaTorm for use by the Provider for the duraZon of the period these Online 
Terms apply; and 

c. manage the expectaZons of the Members through communicaZons in relaZon to any agreed 
Shadowing Opportunity. 

8. DonaLons 

The Provider may elect to offer a Shadow Opportunity for free in return for requiring the Member to 
pay a donaZon to one of the chariZes or good causes (a “Charity”) available on the PlaTorm. If the 
Charity is not currently listed, the Provider may nominate a new Charity to which it wishes the 
Member to donate, and Brave Starts shall contact such Charity in relaZon to its inclusion on the 
PlaTorm. Brave Starts cannot guarantee that the Charity will accept Brave Starts’ offer and the 
Provider may then have to select an alternaZve Charity. Following the Provider’s selecZon of a 
Charity, when agreeing to a Shadow Opportunity in accordance with these Online Terms, a Member 
will not be required to pay the Price for such Shadow Opportunity. The Member must instead pay 
the required donaZon amount to a Charity (a “DonaLon”). Whilst Brave Starts shall use commercially 
reasonable endeavours to ensure that a Member selects the Charity nominated by the Provider, 
Brave Starts cannot guarantee that the Member  will pay the DonaZon to such nominated Charity. 
Brave Starts accepts no liability as a result of Member failing to select a Provider’s chosen Charity for 
receipt of a DonaZon. 



9. Feedback 

9.1 Providers acknowledge that Members may leave feedback and a star raZng for each Shadow 
Opportunity. Providers shall be sent email noZficaZon of any feedback that is leM which relates to a 
Shadowing Opportunity they provided. Providers consent to the publicaZon of such feedback even 
though it may be criZcal. Providers release Brave Starts from any liability arising as a result of any 
such feedback.  

9.2 Members agree that feedback must be an honest reflecZon of the Member’s true opinion of the 
Shadowing Opportunity and of the Provider.  

9.3 Providers acknowledge that Brave Starts does not monitor, check or edit such feedback, which 
shall be available for viewing on the PlaTorm.  

9.4 If Providers have any complaints in relaZon to feedback which relates to them they should 
contact us by email to hello@BraveStarts.com with the heading “FEEDBACK ISSUE”. 

10. WarranLes  

10.1 Both you (whether a Free User, Member or Provider) and Brave Starts warrant to the other that: 

a. you have full power and authority to carry out the acZons contemplated under these Online 
Terms, and that your entry into and performance under the terms of these Online Terms will not 
infringe the rights of any third party or cause you to be in breach of any obligaZons to a third party; 
and 

b. you shall during the Term of these Online Terms, comply with all applicable laws, regulatory 
requirements and codes of pracZce relaZng to carrying out your obligaZons under these Online 
Terms. 

10.2 The express terms of these Online Terms are in place of all warranZes, representaZons, 
condiZons, terms, undertakings and obligaZons which, but for this paragraph 10.2, would be implied 
or incorporated into these Online Terms, or any collateral agreement, by statute, common law, 
custom, trade usage, course of dealing or otherwise, all of which are excluded to the fullest extent 
permi[ed by law. 

10.3 We make no promise that the PlaTorm will meet your requirements. We cannot guarantee that 
the PlaTorm will be fault-free. If a fault occurs with the PlaTorm you should report it to 
hello@BraveStarts.com and we will a[empt to correct the fault. Your access to the PlaTorm may be 
occasionally restricted to allow for repairs, maintenance or the introducZon of new faciliZes or 
services.  

10.4 We do not guarantee that our site will be secure or free from bugs or viruses. You are 
responsible for configuring your informaZon technology, computer programmes and plaTorm in 
order to access our site. You shall ensure that you have suitable computer hardware, soMware and 
internet connecZon in order to access and use the PlaTorm. You should use your own virus 
protecZon soMware. 

10.5 Brave Starts does not endorse any specific Provider or Member. We do not vet Providers or 
Members in a detailed way, although we encourage Members to leave feedback in relaZon to their 
Shadow OpportuniZes and ask Providers and Members to make the promises contained within these 
Online Terms.  

10.6 The PlaTorm may contain links to other websites or material that are beyond our control. We 
are not responsible for the content on any third party website. The PlaTorm may contain adverZsing 
and sponsorship. AdverZsers and sponsors are responsible for ensuring that material submi[ed for 
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inclusion on the PlaTorm complies with applicable laws and industry codes of pracZce. We are not 
liable to you for any error or inaccuracy in adverZsing and sponsorship materials or for any loss of 
any kind which you suffer as a result of such adverZsing or sponsorship. 

11. Intellectual Property 

11.1 The PlaTorm and its content (including our basic, comprehensive and all other quesZonnaires, 
all arZcles, photographs, images, text, fonts and designs) is owned by us and our licensors (unless 
indicated otherwise) and is protected by copyright, trade marks (both registered and unregistered), 
database rights, design rights and other intellectual property rights.  

11.2 Brave Starts hereby grants you a non-exclusive, non-transferable, licence to access the PlaTorm 
and to use the PlaTorm to browse (as a Member) and offer (as a Provider) Shadowing OpportuniZes. 
Your use of the PlaTorm is subject at all Zmes to your compliance with these Online Terms. You may 
view, retrieve and display the content of the PlaTorm on a computer screen or other device which 
connects to the internet or print one copy of such content for your own personal, non-commercial 
use, provided you; 

a. keep intact all and any copyright and proprietary noZces; and  

b. do not otherwise reproduce, copy, distribute, resell or otherwise use it for commercial purposes. 

11.3 Any material you send or post to the PlaTorm shall be considered neither confidenZal nor 
proprietary. We shall have no obligaZons with respect to such material and shall be free to host, 
display and otherwise use such material for any purpose anywhere in the world, including with 
respect to adverZsing or promoZng our services and our PlaTorm on social media. 

12. Our Liability 

12.1 Nothing in these Online Terms excludes or limits liability for: (a) death or personal injury caused 
by our negligence; (b) fraudulent misrepresentaZon; or (c) any other loss or damage for which 
liability cannot be limited or excluded by law. 

12.2 The Member, Free User and/or Provider shall indemnify Brave Starts against all damages, costs, 
claims and expenses suffered by Brave Starts arising from loss or damage to any equipment 
(including that of third parZes) caused by the Member, Free User and/or Provider or their agents or 
employees. 

12.3 Brave Starts shall not be liable to the Member, Free User and/or Provider by reason of any delay 
in performing, or any failure to perform, part or any of the Services if the delay or failure was due to 
any cause beyond Brave Starts’s reasonable control. 

12.4 Subject to paragraph 12.1, we are not liable to you in contract, tort (including negligence or 
breach of statutory duty, misrepresentaZon or otherwise) or any other common law or statutory 
cause of acZon for any loss or damages arising out of or in connecZon with: 

a. the provision of the Programmes and PlaTorm leading to any loss of goodwill, business 
opportuniZes, loss of profits or contracts, loss of anZcipated savings, wasted management Zme or 
office Zme; 

b. your use of the PlaTorm, specifically: 

(i) any errors or omissions made by you in relaZon to its use of the PlaTorm; 

(ii) use of the PlaTorm in a manner contrary to the instrucZons given by us; 



(iii) use of the PlaTorm aMer noZce of any alleged or actual infringement from any appropriate 
authority; 

c. if you are a Member: 

(i) your relaZonship or any correspondence with any Provider;  

(ii) any Shadowing Opportunity which you undertake including the content of any Shadowing 
Opportunity, any acZvity which you undertake during your Shadowing Opportunity and any 
treatment of you by the Provider during your Shadowing Opportunity;  

(iii) any reliance you place on Provider with respect to any statements, acZons or other advice 
obtained during the course of your Shadowing Opportunity. You acknowledge and agree that any 
subsequent acZons that you take as a result of your Shadowing Opportunity are independent from 
the Provider’s business and that the Shadowing Opportunity is an opportunity to obtain work 
experience on a short term basis, and should not be relied upon by you as to the validity or 
likelihood of success with respect to any acZons you take following such Shadowing Opportunity; nor 

(iv) for compliance by the Provider with the terms of any Provider Terms to which you are a party. 

d. if you are a Provider, if any Member parZcipaZng in a Shadowing Opportunity: 

(i) does not comply with his or her obligaZons under the Provider Terms; 

(ii) does not have the suitable skills, qualificaZons and experience to perform any tasks required of 
them as part of their Shadow Opportunity;  

(iii) does not have the right to work in the UK, any underlying medical condiZon, criminal convicZons 
or lack of any specific qualificaZons; and 

(iv) causes any other loss or damage of any sort arises out of or in connecZon with its Shadowing 
Opportunity; 

e. any error or omission, whether human or man-made, in the provision of the PlaTorm (including 
any typographical or programming errors); 

f. the provision of the PlaTorm leading to a loss or corrupZon of content or data or losses or damage 
to any computer equipment, computer programs, data or other proprietary material caused by 
viruses, bugs, worms, trojan horses, bots or other harmful and destrucZve components; 

g. the failure of your soMware, hardware or connecZon to the Internet; 

h. any modificaZon to the PlaTorm by anyone other than Brave Starts; or 

i. any unauthorized access to the PlaTorm by any person through accident or by fraudulent means or 
devices. 

12.5 Subject to paragraph 12.1, we are not liable to you in contract, tort (including negligence or 
breach of statutory duty, misrepresentaZon or otherwise) or any other common law or statutory 
cause of acZon for any loss or damages which are indirect, incidental, special, puniZve, or 
consequenZal. 

12.6 Subject to paragraph 12.1, while we try to ensure that content on the PlaTorm is correct, 
reputable and of high quality, we give no representaZon or warranty, whether express or implied in 
relaZon to the content and as to whether the content is accurate complete or current. We shall not 
be liable for any reliance placed on any of the content on the PlaTorm by you or any third party.  



12.7 Subject to paragraph 12.1, our liability to you in contract, tort (including negligence or breach of 
statutory duty, misrepresentaZon or otherwise) or for any other common law or statutory cause of 
acZon or otherwise arising by reason of or in connecZon with these Online Terms shall be limited to 
the monies paid by you using the PlaTorm in the 12 month period prior to the date of breach giving 
rise to the liability. 

13.8 We shall not be responsible for any breach of these Online Terms caused by circumstances 
beyond our reasonable control. 

13.9 You acknowledge that the above exclusions and limitaZon of liability are reasonable given the 
nature of the PlaTorm. 

13. Suspension of your Account 

13.1 We may suspend your Account (or any part of your access to the PlaTorm) at any Zme if in our 
reasonable opinion: 

a. you have failed to comply with any of the provisions of these Online Terms;  

b. we need to carry out maintenance; or 

c. for any other reason. 

13.2 In order to facilitate a suspension of your Account or use of the PlaTorm, we may, without any 
liability to you, disable your password, Account and access to all or part of the PlaTorm. We are 
under no obligaZon to provide any or all of the PlaTorm unZl the circumstances at paragraph 13.1 
are resolved to our saZsfacZon. 

13.3 Exercise of any right of suspension under this paragraph 13.1 does not waive any right of 
terminaZon which Brave Starts may have. 

14. TerminaLon of your Account and or membership 

14.1 The “Term” is the period for which, subject to paragraph 14.5, these Online Terms are in force. 
The Term shall commence on the date from which your Account is first acZvated or, if you are a Free 
User the date on which you start using the PlaTorm, and you agree to these Online Terms and shall 
conZnue unZl terminated by either you or Brave Starts under this paragraph 14. 

14.2 Brave Starts may terminate these Online Terms at any Zme if, without prejudice to any other 
remedies it may have, you have breached or are likely to breach these Online Terms. You may be 
barred from the PlaTorm and we make take steps to prevent you from using it. 

14.3 You may terminate these Online Terms by closing your Account at any Zme using the facility on 
the PlaTorm or, if you are a Free User, ceasing to use the PlaTorm at any Zme. 

14.4 The terminaZon of your Account or you ceasing to use the PlaTorm at any Zme (as applicable), 
for whatever reason shall: 

a. end all licences granted under these Online Terms and you may no longer access the PlaTorm;  

b. not affect any Shadow Opportunity which has been agreed, but which has not yet been 
completed. The Shadowing Opportunity shall conZnue in accordance with the Provider Terms; 

c. not affect any rights, remedies, obligaZons or liabiliZes of the ParZes that have accrued during the 
Term, including the right to claim damages in respect of any breach of these Online Terms; and 



d. not affect the coming into force or the conZnuance in force of any provision hereof which is 
expressly or by implicaZon intended to come into or conZnue in force on or aMer such expiry or 
terminaZon. 

15. General 

15.1 NoZces: All noZces given under or in connecZon with these Online Terms to you shall be in 
wriZng and shall be sent to the email address you provided. All noZces to us given under or in 
connecZon with these Online Terms to you shall be in wriZng and shall be sent to the email address 
you provided when your Account was opened (or as amended). Any such noZce shall be delivered by 
email, and shall be deemed to have been served when successfully despatched in full. 

15.2 Assignment and SubcontracZng: You may not assign, sub-license, transfer or charge any of your 
rights or obligaZons under these Online Terms. Brave Starts may sub-contract any of its obligaZons 
under these Online Terms. 

15.3 Independent Contractors: Nothing in these Online Terms shall render it an agent or partner of 
the Provider or Brave Starts shall not hold itself out as such. Brave Starts shall not have any right or 
power to bind the Provider to any obligaZon. 

15.4 EnZre Agreement: These Online Terms consZtutes the enZre understanding between you and 
Brave Starts concerning the subject ma[er hereof. You acknowledge and agree that in entering into 
these Online Terms you have not relied on any representaZon or warranty or undertaking other than 
those expressly set out in these Online Terms and, except in relaZon to any liability for fraudulent 
misrepresentaZon, you shall not be under any liability or shall have any remedy in respect of 
misrepresentaZon or untrue statement. 

15.5 No Waiver: No failure or delay by Brave Starts in exercising any right or remedy provided under 
these Online Terms or by law shall consZtute a waiver of that or any other right or remedy, nor shall 
it prevent or restrict the further exercise of that or any other right or remedy. 

15.6 Severability: Each provision of these Online Terms shall be construed separately and 
notwithstanding that the whole or any part of any such provision may prove to be illegal or 
unenforceable the other provisions of these Online Terms and the remainder of the provision in 
quesZon shall conZnue in full force and effect.  

15.7 Third Party Rights:  

a. Subject to paragraph 15.7(b), a person who is not a party to these Online Terms may not enforce 
any of its terms under the Contracts (Rights of Third ParZes) Act 1999, or any other similar legislaZon 
around the world; and  

b. Any Provider with whom a Member has entered into Provider Terms may enforce these Online 
Terms. 

15.8 InterpretaZon: References to paragraphs are references to the relevant paragraph in these 
Online Terms. Words denoZng the singular include the plural and vice versa and words of any one 
gender include reference to both genders. References to a “person” include natural persons, 
corporaZons, companies, firms, associaZons and organisaZons. References to “including” and 
“include” shall be construed as illustraZve and deemed to mean respecZvely “including without 
limitaZon” and “include without limitaZon”. References in these Online Terms to any statute, 
statutory provision or regulaZon includes a reference to: (i) that statute, statutory provision or 
regulaZons as from Zme to Zme amended, extended, re-enacted or consolidated whether before or 
aMer the date of these Online Terms; and (ii) all statutory instruments or orders made pursuant to it. 



16. Law and JurisdicLon  

16.1 These Online Terms and any dispute arising out of or in connecZon with these Online Terms and 
your use of the PlaTorm shall be subject to the laws of England and Wales. We will try to solve any 
disagreements quickly and efficiently. If you are not happy with the way we deal with any 
disagreement and you want to commence court proceedings, you must do so in the courts of 
England and Wales. 

16.2 We make no promise that materials on the PlaTorm are appropriate or available for use in 
locaZons outside the United Kingdom, and accessing the PlaTorm from territories where its contents 
are illegal or unlawful is prohibited. If you choose to access this PlaTorm from locaZons outside the 
United Kingdom, you do so on your own iniZaZve and are responsible for compliance with local laws. 

If at any Zme you would like to contact us about your views or any enquiry relaZng to these Online 
Terms or Brave Starts Limited more generally, you can do so at hello@BraveStarts.com or write to us 
at Bravestarts Community Interest Company, 6 Queens Ride, London, SW13 0JB. 

mailto:hello@BraveStarts.com


ANNEX 1 

PROVIDER TERMS 

These are the Provider Terms for shadowing opportuniZes (each a “Shadowing Opportunity”) 
arranged via Bravestarts Community Interest Company (“Brave Starts”). These Provider Terms may 
be updated from Zme to Zme by noZficaZon in wriZng. These Provider Terms form a contract 
between the “Member” (or “you”) and the “Provider” and govern the legal relaZonship between the 
Provider and the Member. References to a ‘Paragraph’ means a reference to a numbered paragraph 
of these Provider Terms. 

1. Payment: Except in the event of a DonaZon (as set out in paragraph 8 of the Online Terms), you 
shall pay the fixed price for the Opportunity (shadowing, phone calls, meeZngs or other) (the 
“Price”) set out on the plaTorm provided by Brave Starts Limited (the “Pla4orm”) in accordance with 
the Online Terms and as set out on the PlaTorm.  

2. ConfidenLality Policy: The ConfidenZality Policy (a copy of which is annexed hereto) forms part of 
these Provider Terms. By agreeing to the Provider Terms you also accept and agree with the 
ConfidenZality Policy and to abide by its terms.  

3. Non-Compete Agreement: The Non-Compete Agreement (a copy of which is annexed hereto) 
forms part of these Provider Terms. By agreeing to the Provider Terms you also accept and agree 
with the Non-Compete Agreement and to abide by its terms.  

4. Your role at the Provider:  

a. These Provider Terms are not a contract of employment and you will not be an employee of the 
Provider.  

b. It is the intenZon of both you and the Provider that you are making yourself available to the 
Provider for the purpose of gaining experience and improving your skills in the Provider’s industry.  

c. You acknowledge that you will not be enZtled to any remuneraZon, bonus, benefits or any 
employment rights of any kind other than the experience gained through your Shadowing 
Opportunity.  

d. You must not hold yourself out to clients of the Provider as having any of the professional skills of 
the Provider.  

e. As you are not an employee of the Provider there is no obligaZon upon you to perform any tasks 
or undertake any specific tasks. All the work you undertake is done voluntarily and at your own risk.  

5. Your Expenses: You are responsible for your own travel to work, subsistence and all other 
associated expenses unless expressly stated otherwise in wriZng.  

6. Term and Working Hours: The Shadowing Opportunity shall last for the length of Zme as agreed 
between you and the Provider in your original e-mail correspondence, subject to any updates as 
agreed between you and the Provider in wriZng. Your typical hours of a[endance shall be agreed 
with the Provider.  

7. Your Opportunity: You shall report to any person whom the Provider idenZfies. Your place of work 
shall be noZfied to you by the Provider. You shall wear business casual clothing or such aere as is 
otherwise appropriate to your Shadowing Opportunity and as specified by the Provider.  



8. Your obligaLons: You shall:  

a. follow any instrucZons in relaZon to the Provider’s procedures and standards including those 
relaZng to health and safety noZces in the building, risk management and professional conduct 
including any instrucZons provided by the Provider.  

b. promptly provide the Provider with any informaZon or documents it reasonably requests for the 
proper performance of its obligaZons hereunder and be responsible for ensuring that such 
informaZon is true, accurate, complete and not misleading in any material respect.  

9. Electronic Security: You may be given temporary access to a Provider email account. You must not 
send external emails from this account without express authorisaZon of the Provider. You shall not 
take any of the Provider’s documents or other materials off site without the express authorisaZon of 
the Provider.  

10.No obligaLon to provide specific tasks: The Provider makes no commitment that any parZcular 
tasks shall be given or undertaken by you, although it is the Provider’s aim that you should gain 
experience in different areas of the Provider’s business and gain an understanding of the types of 
work that the Provider does.  

11. Intellectual Property: For the purposes of these Provider Terms, ‘Intellectual Property’ means all 
copyright, trade mark rights, database rights, rights in informaZon (including know-how or trade 
secrets) and any and all other intellectual property rights both in the UK and all other countries of 
the world for the full period of those rights (including any extensions and renewals). You hereby 
assign absolutely by way of present and future assignment to the Provider all Intellectual Property in 
any works which you create, author or otherwise work upon during the course of your Shadowing 
Opportunity or using the Provider’s resources along with the right to sue for and to recover damages 
for past infringement of such rights. You hereby irrevocably and uncondiZonally waive all moral 
rights to which you are now or may be in future enZtled to in respect of any works which you 
produce. You shall promptly, at the Provider’s request and expense, sign any documents which are 
reasonably necessary to protect or enforce any of the rights assigned under these Provider Terms to 
the Provider whether during the Shadowing Opportunity or aMer.  

12. LimitaLon of Liability:  

a. Nothing in these Provider Terms excludes or limits liability for: (a) death or personal injury caused 
by our negligence; (b) fraudulent misrepresentaZon; or (c) any other loss or damage for which 
liability cannot be limited or excluded by law.  

b. Subject to paragraph 12(a), Provider is not liable to you in contract, tort (including negligence or 
breach of statutory duty, misrepresentaZon or otherwise) or any other common law or statutory 
cause of acZon for:  

1. any loss of goodwill, business opportuniZes, loss of profits or contracts, loss of anZcipated 
savings, wasted management Zme or office Zme arising out of or in connecZon with the 
Shadowing Opportunity; or  

2. any reliance you place on Provider with respect to any statements, acZons or other advice 
obtained during the course of your Shadowing Opportunity. You acknowledge and agree that 
any subsequent acZons that you take as a result of your Shadowing Opportunity are 
independent from the Provider’s business and that the Shadowing Opportunity is an 
opportunity to obtain work experience on a short term basis, and should not be relied upon 
by you as to the validity or likelihood of success with respect to any acZons you take 
following such Shadowing Opportunity; or 



3. any loss or damages which are indirect, incidental, special, puniZve, or consequenZal loss 
or damage arising out of or in connecZon with your Shadowing Opportunity.  

c. Subject to paragraph 12(a), Provider’s liability to you in contract, tort (including negligence or 
breach of statutory duty, misrepresentaZon or otherwise) or for any other common law or statutory 
cause of acZon or otherwise arising by reason of or in connecZon with this Provider Contract and 
your Shadowing Opportunity shall be limited to the Price paid by you in respect of the parZcular 
Shadowing Opportunity from which such a claim has arisen.  

d. The Provider shall not be responsible for any breach of these Provider Terms caused by 
circumstances beyond the Provider’s reasonable control. 

e. You acknowledge that the above exclusions and limitaZon of liability are reasonable given the 
nature of the Shadowing Opportunity.  

13. CancellaLon/TerminaLon:  

a. The Provider may terminate these Provider Terms, without prejudice to any other rights or 
remedies the Provider may have:  

1. immediately, if you breach these Provider Terms, which for the avoidance of doubt 
includes the ConfidenZality Policy or the Non-Compete Agreement; or  

2. upon one day’s wri[en noZce at any Zme without reason:  

1. if prior to the commencement of the Shadowing Opportunity then the Provider 
shall refund you the Price in full; and  

2. if during the Shadowing Opportunity then the Provider shall refund you the 
remaining proporZon of the Price, pro-rata, in relaZon to the porZon of the 
Shadowing Opportunity which you will not undertake as a result of such terminaZon.  

b. You may terminate these Provider Terms, without prejudice to any other rights or remedies you 
may have:  

1. immediately, if the Provider breaches these Provider Terms; or  

2. subject to paragraph 13(c), immediately at any Zme without reason, by providing wri[en 
noZce in which case no refund shall be provided.  

c. From the date these Provider Terms are entered into in relaZon to a Shadowing Opportunity (as 
confirmed by the Brave Starts confirmaZon email) you shall have 14 days during which you are 
enZtled to provide wri[en noZce to the Provider that you wish to cancel the contract. Use the email 
system in your dashboard to inform the Member of your wish to terminate the contract. If the 
Shadowing Opportunity to which the cancellaZon relates:  

1. has not yet started, the Provider shall refund the Price in full;  

2. is already underway, the Provider shall refund a proporZon of the Price in respect of the 
Zme for which the Shadowing Opportunity has not yet been provided on a pro-rata basis; 
and  

3. has been completed, the Provider is under no obligaZon to provide any sort of refund.  

14. Data ProtecLon: You acknowledge and agree that the Provider, and Brave Starts, will both 
process your personal data for the purposes relaZng to your use of the Brave Starts plaTorm, 
membership and in relaZon to the Shadowing Opportunity, for administraZve purposes and for the 



purposes of complying with applicable laws, regulaZons and procedures. Such data shall be 
processed in accordance with the Brave Starts Privacy and Cookies Policy (at www.Brave Starts.com/
privacy) and that of the Provider which will be available on request.  

15. General:  

a. Severability: If it is determined by a court of competent jurisdicZon that any provision of these 
Provider Terms is illegal or unenforceable, such determinaZon shall affect only that provision which 
shall be deemed severed from these Provider Terms and such unenforceability shall not affect the 
validity or enforceability of the remaining provisions. 

b. Third ParLes: No person other than you and the Provider may enforce any terms of this 
agreement.  

c. Law and JurisdicLon: These Provider Terms, and any dispute arising out of or in connecZon with 
these Provider Terms, shall be governed and construed in accordance with the laws of England. You 
and the Provider agree to submit to the exclusive jurisdicZon of the English courts in respect of any 
dispute arising out of or in connecZon with this dispute.


